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There can be no greater role, no more important obligation for a government, than the protection and safety of its citizens. But as all Canadians know, we live in an increasingly interconnected, complex and often dangerous world.

- Government of Canada, Securing an Open Society: Canada’s National Security Policy

INTRODUCTION

Historically, a state’s defence industry was regarded as a “national asset” critical to not only its defence but also its manufacturing sector.1 Armament production was placed outside of free market enterprise where completion, efficiency, and at times profitability were secondary to ensuring the rapidity of mobilizing internal resources to support the nation’s defence.2 This notion of a publicly supported defence industry vanished with the end of Cold War when excess capacity and redundancy led to the inevitable reduction of defence budgets and a commensurate decline in the global arms market.3 Faced with an ongoing need to maintain a modernized military, while at the same time realize cost savings through the downsizing of production and workforce, governments and defence industry turned to regional consolidation and finally “globalization” as the solution. While globalization of the defence industry promises economy of effort, technological benefits, and international cooperation for larger states it also has the potential to profoundly impact on national security of the small-medium
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3 Ibid., 305.
size states, like Canada, whose indigenous defence-industrial base (DIB) risks becoming insignificant.⁴

This paper aims to examine the trends associated with the post-Cold War globalization of the defence industry, analyze options available to small-medium states to mitigate the impact of this globalization on their DIB, and based upon these options evaluate Canada’s defence-industrial base (CDIB). In this examination it will be argued that the globalization of the world’s defence industries was an unavoidable consequence of post-Cold War demilitarization and that the DIB of smaller states risk extinction unless aspects of the proposed mitigating options specific to its the management of a state’s DIB as well as foreign affairs and trade policies are implemented. The paper will conclude with a cursory assessment of the CDIB in regards to the mitigating options proposed.

THE GLOBALIZATION OF THE DEFENCE INDUSTRY

The end of the Cold War in the early 90’s started a globalization process within the defence industry marked by four significant factors. These factors include: a significant reduction in military expenditures, an increased costs of weapon systems associated with the Revolution of Military Affairs (RMA)⁵, a series of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) within the defence industry, and the creation of strategic alliances

---

⁵ Revolution of Military Affairs (RMA) is the term used to explain the ongoing post-Cold War evolution of weapons technology, information technology, military organization, and military doctrine among developed states consisting mostly of advances in intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, command, control, communications and intelligence processing, and precision force.
(SAs) among states and industry that pooled resources and improve cooperation.⁶ These four factors offered both advantages and challenges especially to small-medium states whose defence industries have the potential to either thrive within this globalization or face economic extinction.⁷

The Significance of Defence Budget Reductions

The end of the Cold War brought with it a significant reduction in defence spending of approximately 30% in real terms between 1989 and 2001.⁸ Figure 1 depicts the declining expenditures of the US, France, UK, Germany, and Canada during the period from 1988 to 2014. Other the then a rapid changes in US spending in 2001 that correspond to an increase after the 9/11 attacks and a subsequent decrease as Afghanistan ramped down these countries appear to be established at stabilized levels of spending.

This reduced and relatively stabilized defence spending has the obvious social benefit of increased spending for other domestic social programmes, but also requires governments to seek alternative strategies to address their evolving national security needs. In addition, defence industries are also compelled to rationalize and internalize their operations.⁹ Faced with decreasing budgets militaries must seek out more
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competitive defence solutions that are generally associated with cheaper imports rather than domestically produced equipment by smaller indigenous defence industries.\textsuperscript{10} Without a domestic market indigenous defence industries are left to compete for dwindling contracts or forced to scale down work forces and close factories. In order to rationalize their existence defence industries must capitalize upon “dual use technologies.” These technologies leverage military R&D to promote both civilian and military development and production to generate cost-efficiencies in arms production.\textsuperscript{11} They must also seek out a “…cooperative way of thinking about generating the modern defence capabilities.”\textsuperscript{12} This requires industry to either consolidate capabilities or focusing on niche capabilities to maintain an industrial advantage over competitors.\textsuperscript{13}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Defence_Expenditures_1988-2014.png}
\caption{National Defence Expenditure as % of GDP.}
\label{fig:Defence_Expenditures}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Figure 1: National Defence Expenditure as % of GDP.}

\textsuperscript{13} Hugo L.E Meijer, “Post-Cold War Trends in the European Defence Industry . . ., 64.
RMA and the Increasing Cost of Weapon Systems

This rise in the development costs of weapons systems is not a new phenomenon and one that has continued beyond the Cold War. The latest RMA aims to introduce modern information, communication, and space based technologies related to total system integration and system of systems infrastructure to increase efficacy of modern militaries.\(^{14}\) The benefits of RMA include the resultant increase in sophistication, complexity and integration of weapon systems which leads to a more skilled work force; the development of force multiplying weapon systems; and the increased opportunities for partnering or sharing of RMA developments with like-minded states.\(^{15}\) However, the associated risk of the RMA includes the significant R&D investment that serves to widen the gap between escalating weapons costs and a state’s economic growth. The necessity of a state to maintain a modernized military remains a major incentive for governments to adopt RMA but at the same time they must leverage options to build and support its own defence industries.\(^{16}\)

Industry Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)

Between 1993 and 1997 M&A in the US resulted in the consolidation of fifteen prime contracting firms into four. In Europe, a similar process occurred, albeit more multinational, forming conglomerates such as European Aeronautic Defence and Space


\(^{15}\) Ibid., 65.

\(^{16}\) Ibid., 65.
Company (EADS), BAe Systems, Thales, and Augusta-Westland.\textsuperscript{17} The result of these mergers produced defence firms with greater financial and human resources than many of the smaller governments they support.\textsuperscript{18} The advantages of these mergers are threefold. First, the economy of effort that permits the pooling of production, distribution, management and R&D teams and resources. Next, the capacity to sustain efforts in multiple projects thus minimizing the economic risks posed by the cancellation of a single project. Finally, because states prefer acquiring weapons from domestic producers, international M&A enable better access to markets of partnered states.\textsuperscript{19}

There are consequences to M&A as well. A case study in UK procurement found that “…the import content of British-built defense products is 40 percent and that prime contracting firms are cutting inefficient domestic firms from their supply chains and searching globally for alternatives.”\textsuperscript{20} Findings such as these suggest multinational mergers may produce an undesirable effect on indigenous industry.

**Strategic Alliances (SA)**

Strategic alliances, also known as minority shareholdings, collaborative projects and joint ventures are more indicative of the European form of consolidation vice the

\textsuperscript{17} Hugo L.E Meijer, “Post-Cold War Trends in the European Defence Industry . . ., 68.


\textsuperscript{19} *Ibid.*, 538.

M&A conducted in the US. Strategic alliances provide companies the opportunity to expand their business with access to goods and services through commercial arrangements thus exchanging the high level of control associated with M&A for the flexibility of an alliance. Examples of alliances include European Defence Agency (EDA), European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS), and NATO, specifically its Smart Defence Initiative where arms collaboration between partnered states aim to “… enhance combat efficiency and effectiveness, eliminate wasteful duplication in arms production, and promote battlefield rationalization, standardization, and interoperability (RSI).”

According to D.J. Neal and T. Taylor there are not many risks associated with SA but one can deduce a few. Larger states or industries within the alliance may have a greater influence on the design, production and distribution of goods and services. This issue would further present itself in the event that the more significant members within the alliance were also the primary customers.

In summary, globalization of defence industries was an unavoidable consequence of post-Cold War demilitarization. The resulting reductions in defence budgets and the rising cost of technology associated with the RMA forced governments to seek alternative strategies to address their national security needs and defence industries to rationalize and internalize their operations. Through M&A and SA defence industries

---


22 Ibid., 352.

can achieve larger economy of scale and improve their access to foreign markets.\textsuperscript{24} However, these activities can also dilute smaller state’s DIB capabilities leading to either its extinction or subordination to larger state’s defense industry.\textsuperscript{25} Accordingly, small-medium states should look for mitigating options if they intend to maintain their DIB within a globalized arms market.

MITIGATING OPTIONS FOR SMALL-MEDIUM STATES

Marc Devore in his paper “Arms Production in the Global Village: Options for Adapting to Defence Industrial Globalization” suggests that “globalization challenges states’ ability to achieve their governance objectives on a unilateral basis, but governments can respond effectively through a variety of industrial policies and regulatory changes.”\textsuperscript{26} In his case studies he presents several options a smaller state can employ to mitigate the risks associated with globalization. These options can be grouped into two main categories, the first are those related to a state’s management of its DIB and the second are those related to a state’s foreign affairs and trade policies.

Management of DIB - Options

The options specific to the management of a state’s DIB include: maintaining core defense-industrial capabilities such as those associated with command-and-control

\textsuperscript{24} Marc R. Devore, “Arms Production in the Global Village . . . , 532.
\textsuperscript{25} Ibid., 539.
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid., 533.
(C2), communications, electronic warfare (EW), stealth technology, and Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) systems; retaining a systems-integration capability by placing dependence on sub-components imports vice systems-level imports; and maintain domestic production of niche armaments to capitalize on the organizational flexibility of smaller industries. Each of these options has benefits and challenges that vary depending on the national security needs of the state.

For a smaller state maintaining a core defense-industrial capabilities ensures its ability to support defence needs critical to national security requirements and the ability to manage the technology associated them. Much of the equipment associated with core capabilities can be acquired as commercial off the shelf systems (COTS) or dual-use components. However, unique capabilities associated with the needs of the state and management of the databases, networks, and information processing of C2, EW, stealth and ISR systems is critical to a state’s security. Once established these industries need to be “… nurtured and defended as core ‘national assets’, while the bulk of [other] military requirements would be met by open-market goods and technologies.” These core capabilities also serve to influence SA, guide R&D efforts, and provide focus for the development and employment of the DIB and its workforce.

A systems-integration capability enhances the state’s independence through its reliance on more readily available commercial components and sub-systems vice systems-level imports from the defence industry. This capability supports the state’s
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29 Ibid., 118.
30 Ibid., 122.
ability to rapidly mobilize its industries, helps maintain a highly-skilled workforce, and enhances trade and development efforts with other states. However, maintaining a systems-integration capability, especially in peace-time, is difficult within a domestic market only and requires the generation of export capital, diversification into dual-use systems, or ongoing domestic investment in order to be sustainable.

Finally, the ability to maintain industries with niche capabilities in “…domains where production is skill intensive and organizational flexibility more important than cost efficiencies associated with high volumes of production.” 31 Small batch products, such as unmanned vehicles and low-earth satellites, customized one-of units, or scarce components are representative of niche capabilities. 32 Being a supplier of niche capabilities also serves to enhance trade with larger states, such as EU and US, which in turn strengthens reciprocal trade security. 33 However, maintaining niche industries runs the risks of too little business to remain viable and requires niche industries to maintain diversification and avoid long-lead times between contracts in order to remain lucrative.

Foreign Affairs and Trade Policies - Options

The foreign affairs and trade policies of a state provide the framework within which its DIB can be aligned with its national security requirements. The options relate to
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foreign affairs and trade policies include *liberalization of procurement, relaxation of arms exports*, and opening industry up to *foreign direct investment*.

A liberal procurement policy enables a state that does not maintain an autarkic arms industry to competitively purchase the weapon systems and services it requires from the world market.\(^{34}\) This policy permits procurement on a lowest-cost compliant basis, supports trade partners, and ensure the most modern systems can be acquired. However, if import policies are too liberal it places domestic defence industries at further risk of minimization. It also renders the state reliant on foreign markets for the provision of critical arms also placing the states national security at risk.\(^{35}\)

The relaxation of export policies supports the viability of the domestic defence industries while building partnerships with trading states. Open export serves to enhance the profitability of the DIB, supports the domestic employment of highly skilled workers, strengthens ties with trading states, and enables partnered support in R&D efforts. The risks stems from the fact that defence exports are perceived as an extension of foreign policy, accordingly governments need to maintain a level of control over the flow and direction of such goods and services.\(^{36}\)

Finally, permitting foreign direct investment has many benefits to smaller states DIB but also risks diminishing the state’s control over its own industries. In addition to capital, foreign investment offers enhanced access to international markets either as a subsidiaries or component suppliers to multinational corporations, especially within the


\(^{35}\) *Ibid.*, 541.

EU and US markets. Industry partnership through foreign direct investment also provides the smaller-state a voice regarding international issues and potentially a greater influence in global security matters. Foreign investment has the risks of diminishing a state’s ability to influence production decisions, decrease control over intellectual property, and the “watering down” of defence capabilities specific to the state’s national security.

CANADA’S DIB AND NATIONAL SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

As depicted in Figure 1 Canada’s defence budget underwent significant reductions during the post-Cold War period. In light of these reductions Canada’s defence industries were subjected to the pressures of globalization as well as the increasing costs associated with the RMA. These changes challenged not only the Canadian Armed Forces but also the industries that made up the CDIB requiring them to adjust their practices and develop efficiencies in order to compete in the globalized arms trade. This section provides an assessment of the CDIB and evaluates Canada’s national security policy considerations with regards to the management of DIB and foreign and trade polices options previously presented.

38 Ibid., 554.
Overview of Canada’s Defence Industrial Base (CDIB)

A country’s DIB must be able to provide for peacetime requirements for the armed forces and have the capability for rapid expansion to meet and sustain the demands of conflict. \(^{40}\) Canada’s national defence budget decreased from $12 billion in 1993 to $9.38 billion in 1998 in real terms. Its armed forces personal reduced from 80,000 to 60,000 in the same period. \(^{41}\) These reduction were reflected in the CDIB as it went from “…having the technical and productive capability of supporting and sustaining its military to a nation with a defence industrial base that provides subsystems and components.” \(^{42}\) The current CDIB consists of over 2,000 companies, with many of them by-products of post-Cold War M&A. The CDIB offers capabilities in “shipbuilding, aerospace, armoured vehicles, electronics, simulation and training, information, cyber and communications technologies, shelters, advanced textiles, in-service support, satellite and space technologies, and munitions.” \(^{43}\) In 2011 the CDIB generated a total of $12.6 billion in sales revenues consisting of $6.2 billion in domestic and $6.4 billion in foreign revenues, in real terms. That same year defence imports of foreign equipment and service was $2 billion producing a net positive trade balance of $4.4 billion, in real terms. Notably, the Department of National Defence made up 84.3% of the domestic revenues. \(^{44}\)

Other than a modest capability to build light armored vehicles the CDIB has a limited capability to maintain an autarkic defence industry and has been effected by...
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\(^{41}\) Craig J. Stone & Binyam Solomon, “Canadian Defence Policy and Spending . . .,” 150.

\(^{42}\) Ibid., 162.


\(^{44}\) Ibid., i.
globalization. Accordingly, the CDIB has become “… more export-oriented and less dependent on the domestic market while a large portion of the DND’s annual defence expenditures is satisfied by civilian firms and industries.” 45 That being said aspect of the three mitigating options exist within the CDIB.

Core defense-industrial competency is demonstrated by companies such as Ultra Electronics TCS Inc. and L3 Westcam that produce state of the art EW and multi-spectral airborne imaging systems, respectively. Systems integration exists with IMP Group International and Irving Shipbuilding Inc. that not only support DND with aircraft modernization and shipbuilding but are well diversified into non-military markets. Finally, niche market capabilities are demonstrated by MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) with both space based and state of the art airborne Radar systems. 46 These industries range from fully indigenous to foreign owned and benefit from the foreign affairs and trade policies that enable them.

Canada’s Foreign Affairs and Trade Policy Considerations

Historically, Canada’s defence procurement policy “…[aimed] to acquire enough weapons to signal engagement but not enough to undermine other important social objectives.” 47 More recently it has been proposed that Canada’s defence industries “…participate in global value chains as specialized, high-value niche players, aided by
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liberalized trade and investment regimes." This change in focus suggests Canadian defence industries should be developed to become more export-oriented beyond their current 50% level. Accordingly, this requires them to become more cost competitive, adopt better economies of scale, and improve quality to meet international standards. However, challenges with restrictive national security exemptions in international trade or foreign policy issue like selling “… to Third World countries [unless with in the R2P capacity] … bodes ill for control of the world’s arms and trade and [Canada’s policy of] reducing the level of global violence.” The challenges and potential loss of trade in these areas can be mitigated by the fact that Canada’s largest import and export partners are the EU and US. As such, maintaining SA and partnering through international organizations will further enhance the CDIBs access to import and export opportunities.

Also stemming from M&A and SA is the fact that the CDIB has “… significant foreign ownership, with many being subsidiaries of the large US and European aerospace and defence corporations.” These relations afford Canadian industries access to significant trade capital, R&D partnerships, and new technologies. Strategic alliances are also apparent industrially as well as through national agreements like NATO Smart Defence Initiative, North American Air Defence Command (NORAD) and recent efforts with the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). However, foreign
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48 Ministry of Public Works and Government Services, Canada First: Leveraging Defence Procurement Through Key Industrial Capabilities (Ottawa: Canada Communications Group, 2013), 21.
49 Ibid, 25.
50 Responsibility to Protect (R2P) indicates a State carries the primary responsibility for protecting populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing, and their incitement.
51 Ernie Regehr, Arms Canada . . ., 174.
ownership and partnerships can strain Canada’s ability to maintain control over the
design, production and ultimately export decision of the indigenous goods and services.\textsuperscript{54}

\section*{CONCLUSION}

This paper examined the post-Cold War trend of globalization of defence industries stemming from the significant decrease in defence spending and increased cost of the technology associated with the latest RMA. The resultant M&A and SA served to dilute the capacity of small-medium states to be autarkic in arms production and as such required mitigating options in order to survive. The options examined relate to the management of the DIB and the policies that guide them. It is recommended that small-medium state place emphasis on maintaining core defense-industrial capabilities, retain systems-integration capabilities, and invest in niche capabilities where the smaller indigenous industries have the advantage of organizational flexibility. From a policy perspective liberalized import, relaxed export, and foreign ownership policies have potential benefits of strengthening an indigenous DIB and building trade partnerships with like-minded nations. However, these options are reflective of foreign policy and as such require close and ongoing scrutiny by the state.

Canada’s DIB has shown great resilience throughout its transformation from a primary supporter of its military to a provider of sub-systems and integrated solutions. A cursory review of its 2000 industries provides examples of its industrial capacity to

support capabilities related to core defence-industrial requirements, the production of niche armament, and system-integration capabilities. However, Canada’s moderate domestic defence market is not enough to sustain the industries on its own and as such Canada must maintain liberal import and relaxed export policies along with securing foreign capital to ensure their existence. A strong focus on defence solutions anchored in the CDIB, whether indigenous or foreign owned, is critical to ensuring the best rate of return on the public’s defence investment. In addition, efforts to support SA through industrial and governmental lead partnerships will ultimately strengthen trade relations with other like-minded states, specifically the US and Europe.
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